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Fauci Refutes CNN Report, Which Came From Biden Sources, That Trump Had
No Vaccine Distribution Plan
Ryan Saavedra
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Dr. Anthony Fauci, head of the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases,
refuted a report from CNN on Thursday — which was based on sources inside the
Biden administration, where Fauci now works — that claimed that the Trump
administration did not have a vaccine distribution plan and that the new
administration had to start “from scratch.”
The disputed report, from CNN reporter MJ Lee, stated:
But in the immediate hours following Biden being sworn into office on Wednesday,
sources with direct knowledge of the new administration’s Covid-related work told
CNN one of the biggest shocks that the Biden team had to digest during the transition
period was what they saw as a complete lack of a vaccine distribution strategy under
former President Donald Trump, even weeks after multiple vaccines were approved
for use in the United States.
“There is nothing for us to rework. We are going to have to build everything from
scratch,” one source said.
Another source described the moment that it became clear the Biden administration
would have to essentially start from “square one” because there simply was no plan
as: “Wow, just further affirmation of complete incompetence.”
Fauci was asked during a press conference if “the Biden administration is starting
from scratch with the vaccine distribution effort,” to which Fauci responded, “We
certainly are not starting from scratch because there is activity going on in the
distribution.”

“But if you look at the plan that the president has put forth about the things that he’s
going to do, mainly get community vaccine centers up, get pharmacies more involved,
where appropriate get the Defense Production Act involved not only, perhaps, with
getting more vaccine, but even the things you need to get a good vaccine program, for
example needles and syringes,”
Fauci continued. “So it’s taking what’s gone on, but amplifying it in a big way.”
When asked about Biden’s claim that what was left was abysmal, Fauci responded:
“We’re coming in with fresh ideas, but also some ideas that were not bad ideas with
the previous administration; you can’t say it was absolutely not usable at all.”
“The seven-day rolling average of coronavirus vaccines administered to Americans is
914,000, according to the Bloomberg vaccine tracker, with 1.6 million doses
administered on Wednesday alone,” National Review reported.
“Biden’s plan calls for a million Americans to be vaccinated each day.”
“When asked by a reporter whether the goal to vaccinate one million people per day
is not ambitious enough, Biden said that the goal was a ‘good start,'” the report
added.
“When I announced it you all said it wasn’t possible. Come on, give me a break,
man,’ Biden said.”

‘Incredibly Troubling,’ ‘Deeply Disturbed’: Canadian Lawmakers React To Biden
Energy Policy
Tim Pearce - DailyWire.com
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Canadian lawmakers, including the country’s prime minister, bashed the United
States on Wednesday after President Joe Biden rescinded a permit for a pipeline to
ship oil from Canada to the Gulf Coast.
Biden took office on Wednesday and, as one of his first acts, rescinded approval for
the Keystone XL pipeline that former President Donald Trump had green-lighted in
2017. The pipeline has long been a target of environmental activists and Democratic
politicians looking to stop the use of fossil fuels.
“While we welcome the President’s commitment to fight climate change, we are
disappointed but acknowledge the President’s decision to fulfill his election campaign
promise on Keystone XL,” Trudeau said in a statement, according to the New York
Post.
“Canada is the single-largest supplier of energy to the United States, contributing to
U.S. energy security and economic competitiveness, and supporting thousands of jobs
on both sides of the border,” he continued. “Workers in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and
across Canada will always have our support.”
Alberta Premier Jason Kenney said he was “deeply disturbed” by Biden’s decision to
stop work on the $8 billion project. Kenney had threatened legal action earlier in the
week after reports of Biden’s intent to kill the pipeline surfaced.
“This is a gut punch for the Canadian and Alberta economies. Sadly it is an insult
directed at the United States’ most important ally and trading partner,” Kenney told a
news conference, according to Reuters.
TC Energy Corp., an Alberta-based company, announced it had suspended work on
the Keystone XL pipeline on Wednesday ahead of Biden’s inauguration and in
anticipation of the U.S. president’s revocation of the pipeline’s permit. Saskatchewan
Premier Scott Moe said at the time that TC Energy’s suspension of work was
“incredibly troubling.”
“Now is the time for our nations to strengthen our trading relationship, not erect
further barriers to collaborative and sustainable development,” Moe said in a
statement, according to the Financial Post.
The Keystone Pipeline System runs from Alberta, Canada, through North Dakota to
oil refineries in Illinois and Texas. The Keystone XL addition is under construction in
Canada and would have carried over 830,000 barrels of crude oil a day from Canada
through North Dakota to Nebraska. From Nebraska, existing pipelines would carry
the crude to refineries on the U.S. Gulf Coast.
Biden’s first term began on Wednesday with a slew of executive actions after he was
inaugurated on the steps of the U.S. Capitol. As The Daily Wire reported:
Biden took the oath in front of three former presidents, Barack Obama, George W.
Bush, and Bill Clinton, the full Supreme Court, now-former Vice President Mike
Pence, as well as his wife and family, including his embattled son, Hunter.

Now-former President Donald Trump departed the White House early Wednesday
morning and was on his way to his estate in Florida during the swearing-in
ceremony.
Biden’s oath of office effectively ends nearly two months of controversy over his
election, with the now-former president, Trump, insisting that he, actually, prevailed
in the November contest but was denied his second term by widespread vote fraud.
He acknowledged Biden as the next president only in January, after a number of
Trump supporters stormed the United States Capitol after a rally in Washington, D.C.,
leaving five people dead and dozens injured.

Sanders’ Mitten-Maker: My Business Plunged Because ‘We Get Taxed To The
North Degree’
Hank Berrien - Dailywire.com
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The Bernie Sanders supporter who made the mittens Sanders wore to President
Biden’s inauguration, mittens made famous by a photo of the democratic socialist
senator sitting with his arms and legs crossed during the proceedings. Revealed in an
interview that she doesn’t “have much of a mitten business anymore because it really
wasn’t worth it. Independent crafters get really taken for a ride by the federal
government. We get taxed to the north degree.”
In March 2020, The Wall Street Journal reported of Sanders’ tax-heavy plans for the
U.S. economy:
Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders is trying to expand federal taxation on a scale
not seen since World War II, pursuing policies that would end the nation’s run as one

of the industrialized world’s lowest-taxed countries. Mr. Sanders’s combination of
taxes on wealth, income, financial transactions, corporate profits, payrolls, estates
and capital gains would hit rich Americans from every direction.
If Congress were to pass all his plans, the total U.S. tax burden—including federal,
state and local taxes—would resemble Canada’s or Germany’s rather than being
near the bottom of the pack of rich nations.
Jen Ellis, from Essex Junction, Vermont, told Slate she was “totally delighted” when
she found out Sanders had made her mittens famous. She recalled Sanders wearing
her mittens a year ago during the presidential primary and some people on Twitter
mistakenly gave credit to Sanders’ grandmother for making the mittens, so she
tweeted that she had made them and added her Gmail account.
Ellis said that after the photo of Sanders at the inauguration went viral, “People have
been contacting me thinking that they can get mittens, and actually they can’t. I don’t
have any more, and I don’t have much of a mitten business anymore because it really
wasn’t worth it.
Independent crafters get really taken for a ride by the federal government. We get
taxed to the north degree, and it wasn’t really worth it pursuing that as a business,
even.”
Asked if she thought Sanders’ grumpy face reflected an unhappiness that he was not
president and Biden was, Ellis responded: “No, I don’t actually think he was grumpy.
I bet he was really excited to be there, even though it was bittersweet, right? Because
he wanted to be in Biden’s shoes, but I’m sure he recognized the importance of that
day and this whole change of power in America and I bet he was glad to be there. He
is who he is and not everyone has a resting pleasant face.”
Ellis said she was also delighted that a woman was now vice president, though she
wishes she were actually the president.
“I’ve waited four decades of my life — I’m tearing up just thinking about it — to see a
woman be vice president,” she said.
“I wish that she was president, although I think Biden is pretty great. It was so
powerful to sit there with my 5-year-old daughter who I love so much and be like, this
is where you enter politics, right? We have shielded you from Trump as much as
possible.
But this is what we want you to see, a wonderful, successful woman and a woman of
color in such a powerful position. It was great to share that with her and my partner
who’s also a woman, so we’re just a huge feminist household celebrating this
momentous occasion.”
Hank Berrien - Dailywire.com

Biden Stops Trump Order To Slash Price Of Insulin, EpiPen
Amanda Prestigiacomo
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President Joe Biden’s United States Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)
on Thursday stopped executive orders from his predecessor designed to significantly
lower prescription drug prices for Americans, including insulin and epinephrine.
The new administration will apparently re-evaluate the executive action from
President Donald Trump toward the end of March. It remains unclear if it will be
reinstated.
“The HHS Thursday froze the former Trump administration’s December drug policy
that requires community health centers to pass on all their insulin and epinephrine
discount savings to patients,” Bloomberg Law reported Thursday.
“Centers that don’t pass on the savings wouldn’t qualify for federal grants.”
“This freeze is part of the Biden administration’s large-scale effort announced this
week that will scrutinize the Trump administration’s health policies,” the report
noted.
“If the previous administration’s policies raise ‘fact, law, or policy’ concerns, the
Biden HHS will delay them and consult with the Office of Management and Budget
about other actions.”
A report for Bloomberg Government said the Biden administration is on a “different
page” about curbing drug prices than the Trump administration, noting of the Biden
team awaiting “at least a dozen lawsuits … over Trump-era moves to lower drug
prices”

Biden enters the presidency with at least a dozen lawsuits waiting over Trump-era
moves to lower drug prices, an issue the new administration will likely tackle in its
own way.
The Department of Health and Human Services under Biden inherits challenges to
rules that tie drug reimbursement to cheaper foreign drug prices and allow
medication imports from Canada. It also faces complaints over Trump’s push for
drug makers to ship discounted drugs bought by low-income health centers to
commercial contract pharmacies.
Trump signed four executive orders in July that directed the secretary of Health and
Human Services (HHS) to “end a shadowy system of kickbacks by middlemen that
lurks behind the high out-of-pocket costs many Americans face at the pharmacy
counter,” the department announced at the time, noting that they would provide
Americans more options on purchasing the drugs.
During the signing ceremony, Trump said the high price of insulin and EpiPens have
cut off low-income people in “desperate” need of the treatments.
“The four orders I’m signing today will be on the prescription drug market in terms
of pricing and everything else to make these medications affordable and accessible
for all Americans,” said Trump, surrounded by health care professionals.
“The first order will require federal community health centers to pass the giant
discounts they received from drug companies on insulin and EpiPens directly to their
patients. You know insulin became so expensive people weren’t able to use it. They
desperately needed it.”
“We have it to a level that you’re not going to believe,” he continued. “EpiPens —
likewise you have been hearing horrible stories about EpiPens over the last six or
seven years, horrible, horrible, horrible increases for where they went to almost
nothing to massive amounts of money. We’re changing that right now.”
“Under this order,” Trump added, “the price of insulin for affected patients will
come down to just pennies a day, pennies a day from numbers that you weren’t even
able to think about. It’s a massive cost savings.”
Trump said providers “should not be receiving discounts for themselves while
charging their poorest patients massive full prices.”
Along with the order ending the “shadowy system of kickbacks by middlemen,”
another order would allow states, wholesalers, and pharmacies to offer “safe and
legal importation of prescription drugs from Canada and other countries where the
price for the identical drug is incredibly lower,” Trump underscored.

Tara Reade: ‘It Is Unspeakably Hard To Watch The Man Who Assaulted Me Go
To The Most Powerful Position In The Land’
Ian Haworth
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Speaking to Fox News, Tara Reade — the “former Senate staffer who came forward
during the 2020 campaign with a sexual assault allegation against Joe Biden” —
described witnessing her alleged attacker taking the oath of office on Inauguration
Day as “exceptionally hard.”
“Yesterday was exceptionally hard on many levels, because the media, certain media
outlets made it so clear that I was to be smeared, ignored, and erased. And they were
pretty successful in doing so,” Reade told Fox News on Thursday.
“To watch this powerful man who I’ve worked for, who I had admired when I first
worked for him and then later became horrified of what he did, to watch him ascend
to the most powerful job in the world. I can’t really describe the feeling except I keep
wanting to wake up from a nightmare.”
“The Democratic Party continues to be complicit with sexual misconduct. It will only
shine a light on it when it’s a Republican or someone else,” Reade continued. “And
until sexual misconduct is seen as non-partisan, institutionalized rape culture will
stay in place and powerful men will continue to be able to get away with crimes. And
not only get away with it, but be rewarded with more power.”
Speaking with the Daily Caller on Inauguration Day, Reade said that coming forward
was “excruciating on so many levels,” and that Biden “used his power and resources
with certain media to erase me and silence me.”
Reade continued, saying that while she believed in progressive policies, it was
difficult to watch Biden at the helm.
“I stand in solidarity with all survivors coming up against such power. I will not be
silenced,” she said. “Instead of talking about saving the country’s soul, he should be

held accountable for his actions. The hard part is I believe in many policies that will
move forward as I am a progressive Independent, but it is unspeakably hard to watch
the man who assaulted me go to the most powerful position in the land.”
Reade alleged that Biden had sexually assaulted her in 1993 when he was a U.S.
senator. She made this accusation in March 2020, and had “previously [come]
forward in 2019, along with other women who accused the then-Democratic
presidential candidate of inappropriate touching.” Specifically, Reade accused Biden
of “kissing her, touching her, and penetrating her with his fingers without her
consent.”
Biden and his campaign have repeatedly denied these allegations, with
Biden saying that while “women should be believed,” or at least have their cases
taken seriously, “the truth” was the only thing that mattered “at the end of the day.”
In April 2019, Kamala Harris — now President Biden’s vice president — said that
she believed those who had accused Biden of unwanted touching, saying “I believe
them and I respect them being able to tell their story and having the courage to do it.”

Biden Signs Executive Orders On Food Stamps, Stimulus Checks, Federal Unions,
Minimum Wage
Ashe Schow
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President Joe Biden on Friday signed two more executive orders that covered a range
of issues including coronavirus relief, food stamps, federal unions, and an increase in
the federal minimum wage.

CBS News reported that the first order Biden signed on Friday related to the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), typically referred to as food
stamps. Biden requested in the order that the U.S. Department of Agriculture allow
states to increase SNAP benefits by 15%.
“Congress recently passed a $1 trillion relief bill that boosted the maximum SNAP
benefit by 15%, but that did not help the 40% of SNAP recipients who were already at
the maximum benefit.
Mr. Biden’s order tells the USDA to ‘consider issuing new guidance that would allow
states to increase SNAP emergency allotments for those who need it most,’ according
to a fact sheet provided by the White House, which would mean that an additional 12
million people get enhanced benefits,” CBS reported.
“The order would also increase Pandemic-EBT, an electronic debit card program for
students who would have qualified for free or reduced-price meals at school.”
Biden’s order would also allow the Pandemic-EBT benefits to be increased by 15%.
In addition to increasing the SNAP and P-EBT benefits, Biden’s executive order
would also require the USDA to update the Thrifty Food Plan, which determines
SNAP benefits, CBS reported.
The White House said the plan “is out of date with the economic realities most
struggling households face when trying to buy and prepare healthy food.”
In the same executive order, Biden also sought to streamline how stimulus checks are
delivered for those who still haven’t received their payments from Congress’ last
coronavirus relief bill.
Biden’s second executive order, according to CBS, improves “collecting bargaining
power and protections for federal workers, and direct the Office of Personnel
Management to develop recommendations to increase the minimum wage for federal
employees to $15 per hour.”
The executive orders came on the same day Biden admitted there “is nothing we can
do to change the trajectory of the pandemic in the next few months,” even though his
campaign was based on doing just that, The Daily Wire reported.
The two executive orders signed Friday brought Biden’s total to 30, more than
President Donald Trump signed in his first 100 days in office. Biden has been
president for just three days. CNN compiled a list of all Biden’s executive orders.
Seventeen were signed after Biden was inaugurated, 11 were signed on Thursday, and
the final two were signed on Friday. Many of the executive orders sought to undo
much of Trump’s legacy, including ending the construction of the U.S.-Mexico border
wall and rescinding Trump’s 1776 Commission to require federal agencies to again
institute controversial “antiracist” training that critics say teaches that white people
are inherently racist.
Trump signed just 24 executive orders in his first 100 days in office.

Texas Sues Biden Over 100-Day Freeze On Deportations: Will ‘Endanger Our
Citizens And Law Enforcement’
Tim Pearce
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Texas sued the federal government on Friday after President Joe Biden ordered
deportations of illegal immigrants halted for the first 100 days of his administration.
As one of his first acts in office, Biden halted deportations for most illegal immigrants
for the first 100 days of his term as his administration looks to roll back former
President Donald Trump’s immigration agenda.
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton filed suit against the federal government citing
an agreement the state struck with the Department of Homeland Security in the final
days of the Trump administration.
“In one of its first of dozens of steps that harm Texas and the nation as a whole, the
Biden administration directed DHS to violate federal immigration law and breach an
agreement to consult and cooperate with Texas on that law. Our state defends the
largest section of the southern border in the nation. Failure to properly enforce the
law will directly and immediately endanger our citizens and law enforcement
personnel,” Paxton said in a statement.
“DHS itself has previously acknowledged that such a freeze on deportations will
cause concrete injuries to Texas. I am confident that these unlawful and perilous
actions cannot stand. The rule of law and security of our citizens must prevail.”
The agreement cited by Paxton was signed by Ken Cuccinelli, who was performing
the duties of the deputy secretary for DHS at the time. The agreement states that the
federal government will convene with the state before making any changes to
immigration policy, an agreement that, if enforceable, could bog down Biden’s
attempts to relax Trump-era immigration policies.

“On its first day in office, the Biden Administration cast aside congressionally
enacted immigration laws and suspended the removal of illegal aliens whose removal
is compelled by those very laws,” Paxton’s lawsuit states.
“In doing so, it ignored basic constitutional principles and violated its written pledge
to work cooperatively with the State of Texas to address shared immigration
enforcement concerns. This unlawful reversal will cause Texas immediate and
irreparable harm if it is not enjoined.”
“Wednesday night, the alleged acting secretary of the Department of Homeland
Security (“DHS”) ordered a halt on nearly all deportations of illegal aliens,
including those whose removal was ordered following a full and fair hearing and
those who are not entitled—and do not claim to be entitled—to further immigration
benefits,” it continues.
“If left unchallenged, DHS could re-assert this suspension power for a longer period
or even indefinitely, effectively granting a blanket amnesty to illegal aliens that
Congress has refused to pass time and time again. The Constitution, controlling
statutes, and prior Executive pledges prevent a seismic change to this country’s
immigration laws merely by memorandum.”
Biden signaled during his campaign and throughout the transition that he aimed to
roll back Trump’s immigration policies. Biden’s rhetoric has motivated thousands of
migrants to flock to the U.S. southern border in anticipation of more lax border
policies and a chance to enter the U.S., perhaps illegally.
During the transition, Biden officials tried to dissuade migrants from coming
immediately to the border, claiming “the situation at the border isn’t going to be
transformed overnight,” one official said.
“We have to provide a message that help and hope is on the way, but coming right
now does not make sense for their own safety … while we put into place processes
that they may be able to access in the future,” the official said.

Psaki Dances Around Questions On Left-Wing Riots, China Issue. Reporters Don’t
Ask About Top Story.
Daily Wire News
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White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki danced around questions at Friday’s press
conference about recent left-wing riots on the West Coast and on China’s human
rights abuses.
Psaki also did not appear to have to answer any questions about a story that blew up
late last night regarding National Guardsmen who were having to rest in parking
garages — a story that sparked backlash from top lawmakers after photos of the
National Guardsmen went viral online. However, Psaki did address the story without
delving into details or calling too much attention to it. The troops were
later reportedly let back inside the Capitol following backlash over the story.
“Earlier this morning — or late this morning, I should say — the president called
General Daniel Hokanson, who is head of the National Guard, to thank him for not
just his work of the last few weeks, but the work of the National Guard over the last
several years,” she said.
“He talked about his own personal commitment and connection to the National
Guard, given his son had served previously. And he offered assistance — any
assistance needed of both the government, but also on a personal level, and asked him
to reach out if there was anything that he ever needed.”
A brief review of the transcript provided by the White House did not appear to show
any questions being asked about the story. Numerous political analysts noted the
apparent lack of questions on the matter in tweets.
Psaki also danced around a question about the left-wing riots on the West Coast
where Antifa extremists “vandalized a Democratic Party office and other buildings
and scuffled with police,” Reuters reported.
Here is the exchange where Psaki made the remarks:
REPORTER: On domestic unrest: First of all, does the President have any comment
on the ongoing violence in Oregon and Washington State that we’ve seen in recent
days?

MS. PSAKI: Well, certainly, we had our team on the ground — our national security
team — even before 12:01, early in the morning, on Inauguration Day because we
wanted to be able to monitor events happening across the country and any unrest that
was resulting from the last couple of weeks.
I haven’t spoken with him specifically about those events, but it is something our
national security team — Liz Sherwood-Randall, our Homeland Security Advisor — is
closely monitoring, of course. And — but, if we have an additional update, I’m happy
to provide it to you.
The question came after Psaki gave lengthy details about the Biden administration’s
plans to counter “domestic violent extremism”:
PSAKI: I also have some news to share on the president’s response to domestic
violent extremism. The January 6th assault on the Capitol and the tragic deaths and
destruction that occurred underscored what we have long known: The rise of
domestic violent extremism is a serious and growing national security threat.
The Biden administration will confront this threat with the necessary resources and
resolve. We are committed to developing policies and strategies based on facts, on
objective and rigorous analysis, and on a respect for constitutionally protected free
speech and political activities.
Our initial work on DVE will broadly fall into three areas. The first is a tasking from
President Biden sent to the ODNI today requesting a comprehensive threat
assessment, coordinated with the FBI and DHS, on domestic violent extremism. This
assessment will draw on the analysis from across the government and, as appropriate,
nongovernmental organizations.
The key point here is that we want fact-based analysis upon which we can shape
policy. So this is really the first step in the process, and we’ll rely on our appropriate
law enforcement and intelligence officials to provide that analysis.
The second will be the building of an NSC capability to focus on countering domestic
violent extremism. As a part of this, the NSC will undertake a policy review effort to
determine how the government can share information better about this threat, support
efforts to prevent radicalization, disrupt violent extremist networks, and more.
There’s important work already underway across the inter-agency in countering DVE,
and we need to understand better its current extent and where there may be gaps to
address, so we can determine the best path forward.
The third will be coordinating relevant parts of the federal government to enhance
and accelerate efforts to address DVE. This considered, NSC-convened process will
focus on addressing evolving threats, radicalization, the role of social media,
opportunities to improve information sharing, operational responses, and more.

Psaki also danced around a question from a reporter about the decision from the
Trump administration to call China’s human rights abuses against Uyghur Muslims
“crimes against humanity” and “a genocide.”
“Does the President agree with that determination, and will he keep it?” the reporter
asked.
“Well, I know that our Secretary of State is just about to get confirmed, or so Senator
McConnell tells us,” she responded.
“And I’m sure he will be reviewing — I know he will be reviewing a number of the
decisions and assessments that have made. Obviously, the President has spoken
before to the horrific treatment of Uyghurs, but I don’t have anything more for you on
it. I can check with our national security team and see if we have a more up-to-date
statement.”

Amazon, Owned By WaPo Owner Bezos, Slams Mail-In Voting On
Unionization Vote
Hank Berrien
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Amazon, which is owned by Jeff Bezos, who also owns The Washington Post, is trying
to block mail-in voting for a unionization vote at an Alabama warehouse.
Amazon has filed an appeal challenging the decision by the National Labor Relations
Board, which is permitting a mail-in vote due to the risks of contracting COVID-19
from in-person voting, The Wall Street Journal reported on Friday.

“The ballots are set to be mailed to about 6,000 workers associated with its Bessemer,
Ala. facility on Feb. 8. In its petition, Amazon said the board’s decision was flawed in
part because it had not adequately defined an outbreak, among other objections,” the
Journal noted, adding, “Hourly Amazon workers have never previously formed or
joined a union in the U.S.”
“The NLRB said last week that the approximately 6,000 employees at Amazon’s
Bessemer, Alabama, facility would cast a vote by mail, noting the health risks from
the pandemic, as they stated, ‘A mail ballot election will enfranchise employees who
cannot enter the voting location for health reasons or due to positive COVID tests.
In addition, a mail ballot election will protect the health and safety of voters, Agency
personnel, the parties’ representatives, and the public during the current health
crisis,’” CNN reported on Friday.
Amazon complained that NLRB Acting Regional Director, Lisa Henderson, “reached
the remarkable conclusion that any level of infection or potential infection among
employees counts as an ‘outbreak.'” Amazon claimed that at its Bessemer facility, 218
of 7,575 employees and third-party workers tested positive in the two weeks
concluding January 7, and thus that number did not justify canceling in-person
voting.
Amazon stated, “If true, facilities will be in a constant state of ‘outbreak’ unless and
until the virus all but disappears, with no manual elections occurring until that
unknown time,” adding that a mail election could “disenfranchise dozens or
hundreds of voters.”
Contacted by the Journal, Amazon would only say that in-person voting was best
because it “provided the NLRB with a safe, confidential and convenient proposal for
associates to vote on-site, which is in the best interest of all parties—associate
convenience, vote fidelity and timeliness of vote count.”
Amazon, which boasts 800,000 employees, making it the second largest employer in
the United States, is also fighting the unionization vote with a website called
DoItWithoutDues.com, which argues, “HEY BHM1 DOERS, why pay almost $500 in
dues? We’ve got you covered with high wages, health care, vision, and dental benefits,
as well as a safety committee and an appeals process. There’s so much MORE you
can do for your career and your family without paying dues.”
“Bamazounion.com explains that a union at Amazon would ‘give us the right to
collectively bargain over our working conditions including items such as safety
standards, training, breaks, pay, benefits, and other important issues that would make
our workplace better,’” Outkick reported.

California Hiding COVID Data From Public, Says Releasing Information Would
Confuse Residents
Ashe Schow
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When the coronavirus pandemic first began, Gov. Gavin Newsom (D-CA) claimed his
decisions would be based on science and data, which would be shared with
Californians to ensure transparency.
The Associated Press reported, however, that Newsom’s administration has been
hiding COVID-19 data, saying that data is too complex for Californians to
understand. The hidden data relates to how the California government projects
intensive care unit (ICU) capacity.
Just days before President Joe Biden was inaugurated, California’s daily updated
map of ICU capacity showed that the state’s stay-at-home order wouldn’t be lifted
any time soon, yet just a day later, the AP reported, suddenly the order was lifted for
the Greater Sacramento area.
“Suddenly, outdoor dining and worship services were OK again, hair and nail salons
and other businesses could reopen, and retailers were allowed more shoppers
inside,” the AP reported.
“Local officials and businesses were caught off guard. State officials did not describe
their reasoning other than to say it was based on a projection for ICU capacity. State
health officials relied on a complex formula to project that while the Sacramento
region’s intensive care capacity was below 10%, it would climb above 15% within
four weeks. On Friday, it was 9%, roughly the same as when the order was lifted.”
California Health and Human Services Agency spokeswoman Kate Folmar told the
AP that the sudden decision was based on a complex set of data that included bed
availability and staffing.

“These fluid, on-the-ground conditions cannot be boiled down to a single data point
— and to do so would mislead and create greater uncertainty for Californians,”
Folmar said in a statement regarding the lack of transparency.
Stakeholders are not happy, the AP reported: First Amendment Coalition Executive
Director David Snyder urged the state to change course.
“The state is wielding extraordinary power these days — power to close businesses,
to directly impact people’s livelihoods and even lives — and so it owes it to
Californians to disclose how and why it makes those decisions,” said Snyder, whose
California public interest organization fights for greater government openness.
“Secrecy,” he said, “is exactly the wrong approach here and will only breed further
mistrust, confusion and contempt for the crucial role of government in bringing us out
of this crisis.”
Restaurants, among other businesses, would benefit by being able to watch trends
toward reopening so they could start ordering supplies and rehiring workers,
California Restaurant Association president and CEO Jot Condie said.
Last week’s sudden easing of restrictions “was a good surprise, but we just didn’t see
it coming,” Condie said. “We just don’t know what happens behind the curtain.”
California Health and Human Services Secretary Dr. Mark Ghaly said hospital and
nursing home admissions were slowing and that the state was showing lower
positivity and transmission rates, though the state’s data model still shows increasing
hospitalizations.
California has struggled to not only get the virus under control but also appear
realistic in terms of restrictions. Restaurants and many other businesses are closed,
yet Hollywood was still able to film.

